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Abstract: The fact that innovative capitalism needs institutional co-evolution has widely been rec-
ognized with respect to pro-active institutional adaptations. Examples are the rearrangement and
safeguarding of supply chains or the creation of public institutions providing indispensable systemic
infrastructure. These adaptations facilitate the innovative expansion of capitalism. Less attention
has been paid to the fact that institutional co-evolution is also necessary where the repercussions of
major innovative breakthroughs trigger social tensions and environmental damages or ecological
hazards. The present paper is therefore devoted to an investigation of the latter kind of institutional
co-evolution. These adaptations are usually reactive ones because critical side effects of innovations
often only turn out with a delay. The causal nexus between the dynamics of innovative capitalism and
the emergence of critical situations that require re-active institutional adaptations will be discussed
by means of two examples. One is the crisis of the global commons, most notable the global climate
change. The other example is the recent mass migration crisis. Finally, the policy options regarding
necessary institutional adaptations will briefly be outlined for the two examples.
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1. Introduction

Innovative capitalism transforms the economy in a unique way through ever-new
production technologies and ever-new goods and services (see [1]). However, the insti-
tutions in which the economy is embedded play a role in these transformations as well.
To realize ever new opportunities for large-scale production—the epitome of innovative
capitalism—the institutional frame needs to co-evolve. The better it is adapted to the
ongoing innovative transformations of the economy, the more the productive forces of inno-
vative capitalism can unfold. Pro-active public and private initiatives need to create legal
bodies and regulations, education and research institutions, risk-spreading institutions
(insurance), financial intermediaries, and so on. Furthermore, appropriate institutional
adaptations must ensure the complementary provision of public goods that many systemic
innovations require for their success such as the provision of streets and highways in the
case of automobile technology.

Institutions and the pace of their co-evolution can foster or impede innovation-driven
economic growth ([2], [3] Chap. 7, [4]). Yet, since innovative capitalism inevitably causes
“creative destruction” ([5] Chap. 7), institutional adaptations are also needed for alleviating
negative effects such as economic and social disruptions or environmental hazards and
damages. To cope with such unwelcome side effects institutional co-evolution is needed,
e.g., in the regulatory framework and/or the political governance structure (see [6] for a
detailed discussion). These adaptations are typically reactive ones since many of the critical
side effects of innovations only turn out with a delay [7,8].

The role of institutional adaptations carried out by pro-active private and public
initiatives has been recognized for instance in the context of the breakthrough of general-
purpose technologies. They necessitate changes in systemic infrastructure and supply
chains (see [9]). The fact that re-active institutional co-evolution is also needed has found
less attention. The reason may be that the causal nexus between the innovative dynamics
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and the emergence of unwelcome side effects which call for institutional adaptations is often
not clear. The present paper is therefore devoted to a discussion of the somewhat neglected
relationships between the innovative dynamics of capitalism and re-active institutional
co-evolution requirements. A better understanding of the causes of the undesired side
effects and the options for adapting institutions can help policy-making in fixing the
arising problems.

The argumentation proceeds as follows. Section 2 explains a genuine technological
feature of innovative capitalism, namely its reliance on innovative large-scale production
—or mass production—based on the employment of accumulated capital goods. This fea-
ture is the key to understand how innovative capitalism generates prosperity but also
unwelcome side effects. Section 3 turns to the discussion of the institutional adaptations
required for the unfolding of innovative capitalism. Distinguishing between spontaneously
occurring, pro-active adaptations on the one side and re-active adaptations on the other,
the focus is on the re-active ones that are needed to deal with the unwelcome side effects.
Section 4 looks into the case of unintentionally caused environmental damages and eco-
logical hazards and points out how re-active institutional adaptations can be, and often
have been, implemented successfully to cope with these unwanted side effects. Section 5
explores a case in which innovative capitalism conquers new markets with the side effect of
contributing in an unexpected way to social disruptions elsewhere, namely to the growing
international migration flows that necessitate institutional adaptations. Section 6 presents
the conclusions.

2. How the Expansion of Innovative Capitalism Creates Riches by Realizing Ever New
Scale Economies

“Capitalism” means different things to different writers. Indeed, an economy consid-
ered “capitalist” has many different facets to which one can refer (see [10] for a discussion).
It is useful therefore to clarify what facet the interpretation in the present paper focuses
on. Evidently, basing the production process on real capital—i.e., means of production
such as machines, vehicles, computers, buildings, and the necessary fuels and intermediate
materials—is a constituent technological feature of capitalist economies (Note that the
technological mode of production is independent of the mode of ownership in the means
of production, whether private or public. If the lion’s share of capital is publicly owned as
in socialist economies this is often referred to as “state capitalism”, see [11]). For deploying
such means of production, capital has to be accumulated in the first place.

The capital-based mode of production is suitable (i) where goods and services can
be standardized and (ii) where the various steps of their production process can be de-
composed and standardized as well. Production, i.e., the transformation and relocation of
materials or the carrying out of services, can then be transferred from human craftsmanship
to properly constructed and programmed machinery, transport facilities, etc. (An additional
proviso is that non-anthropogenic energy can be made available and applied at the point
of use). Once human skills and knowledge have been programmed into machinery, the
machine services can be replicated over and again, faster and more reliably in parallel with
little or no extra labor being needed [12]. The result is large-scale or mass production that
enables the realization of scale economies [13]. The latter reduces unit costs and boosts
labor productivity. In short, taking advantage of scale economies is the origin of the riches
that capitalism creates and a main motive for accumulating capital goods (whether under
private or public ownership).

Classical writers such as Adam Smith, Ricardo, and Marx have already been aware of
the benefits of capital-based mass production when, at their time, industrial manufacturing
emerged. More recently, human labor services are again transferred in a major wave to a
capital-based, automatized mass production mode. This time labor is replaced by comput-
ers and other digital equipment in communication, information processing, controlling,
and administrative tasks. Furthermore, massive capital investments are necessary (as is
the availability of non-anthropogenic energy flows). The result is once more that scale
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economies are realized, unit costs are reduced, the productivity of (the remaining) labor
services is boosted, and new riches are being created.

The accumulation of capital is a necessary but not sufficient condition for the conver-
sion of craftsmanship and other labor services into large-scale manufacturing. Without
technological innovations usually embodied in the capital goods installed on the shop floor
capitalism cannot unfold. Equally important is the development of new sales channels
through which the emerging mass output can be marketed. If these technological and
organizational innovations are missing or fail, scale economies and the corresponding
growth of the economy cannot be realized. More recent writers have therefore claimed
that technological innovations are an engine of economic growth [14] and hailed them as
“Prometheus unbound” [15]. The more innovativeness is pushed, the more prosperity can
be created in an economy (see [1,16]).

The positive effects of technological innovations on the evolution of the economy are
obvious. They are ultimately due to entrepreneurially minded agents willing to engage
in searching for, developing, and eventually carrying through innovations with highly
uncertain chances. When connected with investments into innovative mass production the
motivation of the decision makers usually is to create new profitable business opportunities,
often beyond the established businesses in which they are already engaged. (In the case of
inventors and scientists other, non-pecuniary (intrinsic) motivations such as curiosity and
the expected satisfaction derived from successful problem-solving behavior seem to play
an important role. References to these motives can be found in the history of inventions,
e.g., [17,18]. Non-pecuniary motivation has also been suggested by Schumpeter in [19],
Chap. 2 for explaining the driving force of path-breaking entrepreneurship). To put profit
motivation in context with profit making opportunities, consider a competitive market.
Firms in such a market can only make profits if they have a competitive advantage over
rivalling firms. Investing in innovative mass production (which allows to realize scale
economies and, hence, reduces unit costs) constitutes such an advantage. The proviso is
that there are competitors with higher costs, especially producers still relying on handcraft
manufacturing or labor-intensive, customized information processing techniques. Such
producers are sooner or later driven out of the market. An additional advantage arises
to mass producers if, by being able to reduce the price, the scope of the market can
be vastly expanded. (As a result of the ICT revolution this can now be observed to
happen in sectors of the economy that have traditionally been highly labor-intensive service
industries. Digitalization and massive investments into ICT capital allow standardization
and automatization and, hence, a large scale or mass production of information services and
other intangible goods. Examples: the recent rise of the fintech industry or platform-based
service mediators, see [20] for the latter example).

However, after the competitive transformation of the market, the only remaining
competitors are mass producers themselves. Because of the scale economies, they all face a
falling unit-cost curve. Under these conditions, any of the surviving firms can only gain a
competitive advantage if, by enlarging the production capacity, the firm moves down the
unit-cost curve ahead of the competitors to undercut the costs and prices of the competitors
lagging behind. Yet, all surviving firms in the industry have an incentive to do so, and
they have to make a decision under uncertainty regarding the moves of their competitors.
Production capacities in the industry therefore tend to be expanded concurrently while the
markets for the mass-produced goods and services do not expand indefinitely. Following a
logistic (S-shaped) trajectory, the growth of demand levels off once the market is saturated
and replacement demand dominates the sales [21,22].

As already described by Schumpeter ([19] Chap. 6) the competitive expansion of the
production capacities thus tends to run into an excess supply that puts profit margins
under pressure. (A possible measure to evade competitive pressure is market segmentation
by means of product differentiation. But since the production of differentiated products
tends to reduce the scale economies and, hence, raise unit costs, this measure is the more
promising, the larger a firm’s output—that can be differentiated—already is. Product
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differentiation is therefore a typical measure to stabilize profit margins in markets with only
a few, large oligopolists remaining as producers after a more or less ruinous shake-out phase.
According to the theory of industrial life cycles, a market structure like this is typical for
mature industries [23]). Dwindling profit margins are the reason for why decision-makers
in established businesses look for new profitable business opportunities, anticipating or
reacting to an emerging profitability crisis in the industry. Two typical innovation strategies
which firms pursue to evade the profit decline are of particular interest here because they
focus on innovative changes related to large-scale production.

One strategy aims at an innovative reorganization by which scale economies can be ex-
tended through opening up new markets outside the presently served geographical region
for the (already existing) mass-produced goods and services. A competitive advantage
in the new regions is especially likely if the local markets are still served by traditional,
labor-intensive (craft) products as in many developing economies. (I leave aside here
geographical expansion as a by-effect of off-shoring mass production operations to less
developed countries. This is usually motivated by saving labor costs and/or avoiding reg-
ulatory costs [24]). The other innovative strategy aims at creating new goods and services
suitable for mass production. A competitive advantage can be expected to be gained by this
strategy if a market develops that has the potential for substantial growth of the demand
for the new products (as required for realizing scale economies on the production side).
This is especially likely to happen in the case of new consumer goods and services that are
able to concur domains of life which have so far not, or not to the same extent, been served
by large-scale production methods.

In fact, the expansion of innovative mass production into ever new domains of life
has already a long history. There are many well-known examples such as the various
vintages of vehicles—first of all, the automobile (unlocking mobility needs for being served
by mass-produced means). Various vintage household appliances can also be mentioned
(serving convenience needs). More recent examples are audio and video consumer elec-
tronics and complementary content (unlocking information and entertainment needs), or
package tour services (unlocking the domain of leisure and recreation needs). Right now,
prominent examples include the manifold of goods and services related to the internet,
mobile telephony, social media services, and other new forms of interactive communication.
They have been able to open up the immense commercial potential of mass products in
the domain of socializing and bonding needs, be it in the form of hardware, software,
or content.

3. Why the Expansion of Innovative Capitalism Requires Institutional Co-Evolution

The expansion of innovative capitalism goes hand-in-hand with a restructuring of
production, commerce, and consumption. This puts adaptation pressure on the institutions
in which the economy is embedded. When the commercialization in many domains of
life increases, value creation chains get longer and more anonymous. Professional life
is transformed and consumer culture changes. As a consequence, informal institutions
such as customs, social norms, and traditional ethical values may become dysfunctional
and mutate or disappear. Formal institutions are reshaped or newly designed at public or
private discretion so as to enhance the performance of the expanding innovative capitalism.
This often happens in a pro-active mode that anticipates the need to make adaptations.

A prominent example of public engagement is the pro-active shaping of “national
innovation systems” [25,26] that governments in many countries are concerned with in
recent decades. National innovation systems are made up of formal institutions for edu-
cation and training and applied and basic research. The quality and adaptability of these
institutions influence the rate with which innovations occur in an economy and their trans-
formative potential (or quality). In fact, the innovative expansion of large-scale production
methods and mass-produced goods and services would not have been possible without
the co-evolution of such mostly public institutional support.
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Private pro-active endeavors that push the co-evolution of formal institutions include
entrepreneurial moves that redesign market institutions to adapt them to changing or
newly emerging systemic dependencies. This has been broadly discussed and explained,
for example, in the works on general-purpose technologies. They enable new forms of
innovative mass production which require organizational and institutional transformations
of the inter-dependent supply chains and sales channels (see [9] for a survey). The creation
of new institutions sometimes also happens through private initiatives, where newly
developing contractual relationships demand protection, e.g., by private or semi-public
institutions such as arbitration courts or default insurances. Complementary governmental
action is often also necessary. In the case of systemic innovations, it is required for initiating
a complementary provision of public goods such as the planning, financing, and creating
or adapting of infrastructure (see [27] for a case study). In many other cases, a regulatory
framework needs to be provided, e.g., in the fintech industry [28].

However, institutional change and redesign are not always proactive, especially when
the expansion of innovative capitalism develops unintended negative side effects. Among
them are the social and economic disruptions caused by the introduction of innovative mass
production methods. Producers who use traditional production techniques and/or offer
traditional substitutes have to prematurely write off investments in both capital and human
capital (specific skills). Business owners and labor lose their income sources. New ones are
frequently difficult to find with the consequence of serious impoverishment that can lead to
social unrest. Another kind of unwelcome effect occurs where the expansion of innovative
capitalism results in environmental damages and ecological hazards. Policy making can try
to remedy the unintended effects by adapting the institutional framework. Such attempts
are more likely undertaken in democracies where policy-making is under political pressure
from the constituency. However, in any case, adaptation efforts are typically reactive
because the critical secondary effects of the innovative dynamics fully turn out only with
a delay. These effects and their social costs are often neglected in innovation research. A
thorough analysis is warranted, though, for assessing the institutional co-evolution needs
that arise in the aftermath of innovative breakthroughs.

The two strategies by which producers try to counter falling profit margins (which
result from their competitive parallel capacity expansion) are a case in point. There is a
rather trivial cause for why critical side effects result here. The expansion of large-scale
production methods either into new markets or into new domains of life also expands the
number of economic agents who are inter-connected by transactions and information flows.
The result is, on the one hand, that with the growing size of the newly inter-connected
collective of individuals the anonymity within the collective increases. On the other hand,
the heterogeneity of the agents increases. This can lead to unexpected consequences as will
be explained in two different examples in the next sections.

4. How Institutional Co-Evolution Pressure Emerges from the Geographical Expansion
of Mass Production: The Case of the Global Commons

When, as a consequence of the geographical expansion of innovative large-scale pro-
duction, a greater number of economic agents start to interact, and a new collective of
individuals is formed. This collective is not only larger but also more heterogeneous
and the interactions are by necessity more anonymous. Growing size, heterogeneity, and
anonymity taken together mean that the behavior of the agents in the enlarged collective is
less mutually socially controlled and constrained than before. As a consequence, informal
institutions—customs, social norms, values, and ethical principles—are weakened. They
can lose their effectiveness as safeguards against negligent or even guileful, individual
behavior that pays no heed to damages caused for others. The same holds for the effective-
ness in this regard of existing formal institutions. (There is always a latent conflict between
the individual pursuit of self-interest and the protection of the interests of other individuals
in a collective due to the ambivalence of human social behavior dispositions [29,30]. On
the one hand, humans are inclined to pursue their interests in a self-seeking manner. On
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the other hand, they also harbor a disposition of showing empathy, loyalty, and willing-
ness to cooperate and help. The latter behavior is frequent among kin ([31], Chap. 5) but
occurs also within small, intensely socializing groups when they succeed in sanctioning
self-seeking and anti-social individual behavior of group members by social ostracism and
the spontaneous formation of “blocking coalitions” [32]. A high frequency of rewarding
face-to-face interactions and social learning processes can foster identification with, and
loyalty in, such groups. This results in pro-social attitudes and a high degree, of mutual
trust and cooperation within the group [33,34]).

The growing number of agents involved in interactions is not the only effect caused
by the geographical expansion of industrial mass production. There is also an effect of
blowing up the “industrial metabolism” [35] to a global scale, i.e., the throughput of
materials and (mostly fossil) energy in production. The materials and energy necessary
for mass production have to be tapped, processed, and eventually disposed of in the form
of material and thermic waste. Both effects together cause a serious problem. Where
weakened formal and informal institutional safeguards do not prevent this, producers
with self-seeking inclinations can be tempted to save (private) costs by overuse of natural
resources and negligence with respect to waste disposal. If some producers take advantage
of the cost-saving, competitive market pressure forces all producers to adopt these defective
practices. If they refrain from doing so, they face the risk of being driven out of the market.
A “race to the bottom” is set in motion with the result of a degradation of natural resources
and a threat to the resilience of sinks in the environment into which waste is disposed of.

Such competitive dynamics could be observed during the industrialization in the
19th and 20th centuries in Europe and North America. The environmental problems that
had been caused before by the traditional, small-scale manufacturing methods had been
handled more or less informally at the level of the local community. With the nationwide
expansion of the capitalist mode of production, the size of the collective of agents connected
by production and trade grew beyond the local level and became more anonymous. As a
consequence, local institutional safeguards against producer negligence and exploitation
were undermined. Competitive pressure favored careless production practices. Severe
degradation of air, water, soil, and other collective resources occurred nationwide in all
regions that had attracted industry [36].

Today, the developing economies to which mass production has increasingly been
extended in the past decades confront a similar situation. Their formal and informal
institutions are no longer able to prevent the degradation of the common environmental
resources. Much as during the industrialization in Europe and North America, overuse of,
and negligence towards, these resources pay off for producers in terms of lower production
costs. As a result, material and thermal waste emission that pollutes the air, water, and land,
depletion of non-renewable resources, degradation of soil and natural biomass, biodiversity
loss, etc. are soaring in most industrializing economies.

Because of the vast size and huge population of the now industrializing countries,
the environmental impact of their growing mass production exceeds the damages of the
past. The conflict between individual and collective interests has become a global one and
threatens to exceed the “planetary boundaries” [37,38] at which the resilience of many of
the global commons, i.e., natural resources and sinks, is jeopardized. This is most obvious
now in the case of the ongoing climate change (global warming) that is caused by the
growing CO2 emissions into the atmosphere.

However, the expansion of innovative capitalism has also forged a new collective in
charge of solving the problem of the global commons by adequate institutional adaptations.
This new collective consists of the governments of all economies now inter-connected by
production and trade channels. To prevent a global race to the bottom with disastrous
consequences for humankind, this new collective urgently needs to introduce institutional
changes at the international level. In view of the tipping points beyond which the global
resilience of some physical and biological processes may soon be lost (as is widely recog-
nized now with respect to the global warming process), the window of opportunity for a
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successful institutional co-evolution is narrowing down. Time for proceeding like in the
past at the national level in Europe and North America is not available. National policy-
making there needed more than a century to reduce the fallout of the growing industrial
metabolism. Nonetheless, the environmental regulations and taxation schemes that have
been created still have not succeeded in fully accomplishing the goal of sustainability.

The problem in the “Old World” was that any step forward in the political implemen-
tation process was heavily opposed by producer associations and often also labor unions.
They evoked fears of hardship by predicting cost increases, competition disadvantages,
and job losses. In this way they were, and still are, able to delay the necessary institutional
adaptations by forming blocking coalitions in the political decision-making. The coun-
termeasure that proved effective in overcoming the blocking influence of these interest
groups was an age-old device: campaigning for the organization of “reverse blocking coali-
tions” [32]. Such coalitions were able to push through protective environmental standards
and regulations.

The device works well in countries with a democratic governance regime. Their con-
stitutional frame enables the majority of voters (and often even a minority with log-rolling
power) to create governmental institutions that enforce compliance with environmental
protection measures. (An effective working of executive and judicative powers inspired
by a professional ethos of impartiality is an essential advantage as well [39]) However, for
the newly forged global collective of governments, no such constitutional frame exists yet.
National governments within the collective which oppose the now necessary international
institutional adaptions cannot be voted down by a majority decision. Moreover, under
pressure from the national producer organizations and labor unions, they are often tempted
to freeride on voluntary agreements.

In consequence, the new, global collective is split up into different camps. On one side,
there are several countries in which domestic “green” campaigning has succeeded in estab-
lishing reverse blocking coalitions at home. The governments of these countries now engage
in an inter-governmental coalition propagating international institutional regulations of
the use of global commons such as with respect to CO2 emissions into the atmosphere. On
the other side, there are countries rejecting binding international institutional adaptations.
Correspondingly, the international agreements that have so far been reached in relation
to the global commons are non-binding ones. They depend on the goodwill of countries
and governments to sign them and to indeed honor their commitments. Not surprisingly,
the progress accomplished with respect to the protection of the global commons is limited.
(The 1997 Kyoto Protocol and the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement—which were supposed to
solve the global warming problem—and their problems are a telling example [40,41]). In
addition, the pace at which progress is made is too slow to cope with the fact that time is
running out.

To accelerate a solution to the problem international policy-making can again follow
the old template: intensify the international campaigning for a reverse blocking coalition of
governments endorsing the creation of binding institutional constraints. Such campaigning
can use mass media, the internet, and social media to propagate information on the urgency
of an institutional co-evolution. Where the information flows are not restrained by the
government, they may influence national voting behavior in the direction of supporting
the necessary international institutional adaptations. In addition, forming reverse blocking
coalitions can resort to side payments to governments disinclined to protect the global com-
mons in their national territories unless they receive such payments. If this does not work,
invoking economic sanctions such as trade restrictions on non-complying governments can
be considered—most likely with significant own costs for the countries supporting them.

The window of opportunity for international institutional adaptations by which the
unintended concomitants of the expansion of innovative capitalism can be cured is closing.
While the campaigning for a reverse blocking coalition may already be underway, the
immediate, urgent advice for policy making at the international level is that the institutional
co-evolution needs to be accelerated in historically unprecedented ways.
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5. How the Innovative Expansion into New Domains of Life Creates Institutional
Co-Evolution Pressure: The Case of Rising International Migration Flows

When, as a result of an increasing scale of mass production, market competition
intensifies and profit margins fall, producers often opt for the second innovative expansion
strategy mentioned (see Section 2). They try to restore profitability by introducing new
goods and services. Particularly in the consumer goods industries, they can try to create
innovations by which they can open up and expand mass production to new domains of
life. What socioeconomic repercussions this strategy may have depend on the particular
properties of the innovations. The case to be discussed in this section is that of consumer
innovations created by the information and communication technology (ICT) industries
and the affiliated social media industry.

By means of large-scale production methods markets for cheaply produced hardware,
software, content, and transmission services have been created that now serve a domain
of life that has not (to the same extent) been served by mass production before. This is
the domain of needs and wants related to communication, entertainment, socializing, and
bonding activities. However, via a complex causal chain, this expansion strategy has also
triggered an unintended secondary effect in an entirely different domain. As will now be
argued, the newly developed goods and services contribute rather unexpectedly to the
recent increases in the international migration flows, i.e., the growing number of individuals
crossing borders with the intention to seek residence outside their home country.

The unintended effect is ultimately again due to the fact that innovations have forged
a new and much larger, global community of agents where, in this case, it matters that
they are inter-connected by information flows. The industries provide cheap access to
the internet, electronic media services (mostly financed by third parties seeking new
advertising channels) and mobile telephony. As a result, everyone can now retrieve
and exchange information on almost everything, everywhere, at low or no pecuniary
costs. The new abundance of information has an impact on the recipients’ beliefs and
aspirations and invites them to engage in social and cultural comparisons regarding their
own living conditions.

A huge, and often the most forceful, part of the now abundantly available information
is content commercially produced by the advertising and entertainment industry. The
content deals predominantly with “First World” subjects and images and tends to paint
a biased, notoriously rosy picture of that world. (With the focus on the well-to-do and
their affluent laissez-faire lifestyle the problems of the less well-to-do find little mention).
Recipients of this information not living in the First World have few, if any, means to assess
how representative of the real conditions this information is. These recipients may therefore
be lured into unrealistic comparisons. The biased content tends to impress especially
the receptive younger people and may lead to an illusionary and wishful identification
with the phantom of a global community of young and dynamic (Western) people. As a
consequence, their attitude towards their own living conditions and culture tends to be
altered. Adherence to informal institutional constraints (traditions, customs, and social
norms) tends to be eroded.

By looking at the decision-making of potential migrants in this light it is easy to
identify the nexus between the innovative expansion of the ICT and social media industries
and the rising international migration flows. Humans actually have a natural tendency to
identify themselves with, and feel emotionally tied to, the place and the social environment
in which they have been socialized and with which they frequently interact [33,34]. Local
pride customarily translates into loyalty that usually extends to the own nation. However,
a strong deprivation of basic needs, particularly when politically caused, can trigger
frustration and damage the binding force of the emotional ties [42]. Anger and despair
undermine loyalty so that the agents see themselves confronted with an “exit or voice”
dilemma [43]. This means considering turning one’s back on one’s home country in the hope
of conducting a better life elsewhere. Or deciding to stay on and press for improvements,
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i.e., voice opposition more or less violently. In such a situation it matters whether or not
information on how life is (or appears to be) in other places is easily accessible.

For different reasons, parts of the population in several regions of the Middle East,
Africa, Latin America, and Asia indeed suffer from precarious living conditions. (In the
affected countries capital accumulation and educational standards are low, unemployment
is high, and economic development stagnates [44,45]. Apart from the anarchy of civil
war and the persecution of minorities the main reason are “neo-patrimonial” governance
structures [46], characterized by authoritarian rulers, a lack of institutional checks and
balances, corruption, a paralyzed rule of law, political repression, and the antagonism of
wealthy elites and widespread poverty of the rest of the population). Yet, even the deprived
people in these countries can afford the cheap, mass-produced ICT tools and gain access to
the internet and social media. Where a lack of information on what awaits a migrant in
foreign places has previously prevented thinking of exiting one’s home, such information
is now omnipresent and may nourish more or less illusionary expectations regarding the
consequences of an exit. Not surprisingly, the number of exits, i.e., of emigration decisions,
grows particularly in countries with poor living conditions and comparatively low per
capita income [47].

The fact that information about the destination countries—whether fake or true—plays
a crucial role in the decision making of potential migrants is not new. In large migration
waves in the past, foreign governments which actively solicited immigration recognized
the power of rosy information. Lacking the means of present-day mass information
dissemination these governments employed promotion agents instead for their agitation in
the countries of origin. These agents tried to attract migrants with information promising
significant personal benefits to be in store for them in the destination country. (A historical
example is the active advertisement of land grants by colonial agencies in Great Britain,
the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain in the 17th and 18th centuries, see [48]. Further
examples relate to migration flows within Europe such as the (re-) settlement of previously
Turkish-occupied Southeast Europe from the 16th to the 18th century or the settlement of
Jews and Huguenots in different European constituencies on the initiative of the respective
rulers. Active immigration programs also encouraged the 19th-century migration wave
from Europe to North America, see, e.g., [49]).

Today, countries facing unsolicited mass immigration particularly in Europe and
North America (see [50]) are far from any active promotion of migration. Their govern-
ments are under pressure from large fractions of their voters who disapprove of massive
immigration, particularly of migrants with strongly differing cultural backgrounds [51,52].
Governments therefore discourage or even try to deter an unauthorized entry of migrants.
Nevertheless, huge numbers of especially younger migrants are presently traveling over
long and dangerous migration routes and incur substantial costs with the expectation to
eventually be able to conduct a better life in Europe or North America. While not intended,
advertising and entertainment industries and social media thus seem to act as if they
were modern immigration propagation agents. (The often dis-illusioning experience that
migrants make in the destination countries—see [53]—is reported back home via mobile
phone communication and social media in a filtered way. It has been found to influence the
direction of the migration flows across the destination countries [54], but not the emigration
decision as such. Reports of a diaspora community in the destination countries, poor as it
may be, strengthen the pro-exit bias further and become a migration pull factor [55]).

With unintended side effects, the expansion of innovative mass production thus
contributes to social disruptions in both the countries of origin and the destination countries.
The former lose productive human capital with the effect of weakening internal reform
pressure, and the latter grapple with the consequences of unwelcome immigration. If,
repelling the increasing flow of migrants more or less violently at national borders is,
for humanitarian reasons, considered unacceptable, the problems cannot be resolved by
unilateral, national policy-making [56]. The international migration flows have forged a
new collective—this time of the governments of countries on both sides of the flow—that
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needs to make corresponding institutional adaptations at the international level. These
adaptations have to make sure that a multilaterally coordinated policy response can work
in such a way that ultimately the balance between the “exit or voice” options of potential
migrants is shifted away from the pro-exit bias.

Theoretically, this could be accomplished by cutting off the global information flows
which the innovative expansion of mass-produced information software and hardware
has made possible. While technically feasible (as the practice of several dictatorial regimes
shows), this option would face serious objections on normative grounds. Ways must there-
fore be found that reduce the (often mis-conceived) incentive to emigrate. A frequently
discussed idea is to work on an improvement of the economic, social, and political situ-
ation of potential migrants in their countries of origin. To that end, institutions could be
created that organize income and knowledge transfers from the destination countries to the
countries of origin. (For a detailed discussion of a whole array of national and international
policy measures see [57,58]). However, success chances for this idea appear low when, in
countries of origin, neo-patrimonial institutional structures exist. Such structures are not
only an important cause of poverty and political repression [4] from which migrants flee.
These structures would also undermine the effect of income and knowledge transfers.

To make progress with a multilateral solution to the international migration problem,
it would therefore be necessary to ensure that he institutional adaptations can accomplish
two goals. The one goals is to organize of a non-erratic, long-terms transfer policy. The goal
is, ensure that the benefiting countries of origin overcome neo-patrimonial structures that
inhibit a positive effect of the transfers. As in the case of the global commons crisis, there
is a significant temptation for national governments to defect or free-ride on agreements,
particularly multilateral ones. The template for arriving at international institutional
contracts that are robust enough to constrain obstructing national tactics could once more
be that of campaigning for a “blocking coalition”. This time it would be one of national
governments willing to solve the migration problem in a cooperative way. However, in
this case, too, the window of opportunity for reaching an agreement and for making the
institutional adaptations seems to be a rather narrow one. The slower the progress, the
more do advocates gain influence in the destination countries who crusade for simply
deterring and repelling migrants more or less violently at the borders.

6. Conclusions

The transformation of the economy through major innovative breakthroughs is the
characteristic of innovative capitalism. New technologies and new goods and services gen-
erate ever new business opportunities that secure profitability, employment, and growth.
For the success of innovative breakthroughs, it is often necessary to make complementary
changes in the institutions in which the economy is embedded. Examples are the rearrange-
ment and safeguarding of supply chains through entrepreneurial initiative or the creation of
public institutions providing indispensable systemic infrastructure for innovations. These
are typically pro-active institutional adaptations. However, the expansion of innovative
capitalism also requires institutional adaptations in response to social disruptions and envi-
ronmental damages or ecological hazards arising from major innovative breakthroughs.
These are usually re-active adaptations as many critical side effects of innovations only
turn out with a delay.

Since the re-active institutional co-evolution has found less attention so far than the
pro-active institutional adaptations the focus in the present paper has been on the latter.
The discussion started with a technological characteristic of innovative capitalism. This
is the large-scale or mass production mode. It is a major driver of economic growth and
prosperity. On the other hand, it has been argued to be prone to recurrent profitability
crises. Two innovative expansion strategies have been discussed that motivate many of
the major innovative breakthroughs. Producers can try to evade the recurring pressure
on profit margins by expanding with innovative mass production into ever new regions
in the world where these methods have not been used before. The other strategy is to
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create innovative mass-produced goods and services, particularly in the consumer goods
industries, by whichever new domains of life can be conquered where mass-produced
offers have not played much of a role before.

Both of these expansion strategies forge a larger and usually more heterogeneous
collective of economic agents interconnected by trade and information flows. The growing
size and heterogeneity of the collectives result in more anonymous interactions. As a
consequence, the adherence of the single agents to previously binding institutional con-
straints tends to be weakened. As has been explained, by this unintended side effect of
the expansion of innovative mass production, critical changes in individual behavior can
be triggered. These changes can cause unwelcome developments that call for—usually
re-active—institutional adaptations.

One case in which a crisis is triggered and a re-active institutional co-evolution is
needed has been argued to result from the innovative expansion strategy to ever new
regions. In many of the countries that are now industrializing (i.e., introducing large-scale
production methods), the existing—national—institutional constraints are not prepared to
prevent producers from exploiting and degrading common natural resources. Competitive
pressure tends to induce a “race to the bottom” in this respect. The consequence is an
extension of the crisis of the commons (natural resources and sinks) to a global level,
most notable now in the form of global warming. To adapt the institutional basis to the
format of the new, global collective, the regulatory framework needs to be tightened in all
countries. Furthermore, international institutional safeguards against the free-riding of
national governments need to be created. History teaches that the adaptation of institutions
to such an extended number of international actors takes substantial time. But with the
degradation of some of the global commons rapidly approaching critical tipping points,
time seems to be running out. In this case, the challenge for reactive policy-making is
therefore not only to figure out what institutional adaptations at the international level suit
to fix the problems that have emerged. The even greater challenge is to successfully realize
these adaptations at an unprecedented speed.

The second case that has been discussed is that of the new, global collective of eco-
nomic agents interconnected by more or less anonymous international information flows.
This collective has emerged from the innovative expansion of the ICT industries and the
affiliated social media industry. Non-existent just a few decades ago, these industries
now serve needs and wants related to communication, entertainment, socializing, and
bonding activities by means of mass produced offers. An unintended side effect is the
global availability of positively biased, and partly illusionary, information on an affluent
standard of living and a lavish lifestyle allegedly prevailing in the “First World”. As an
unintended consequence, the decision of potential migrants on whether or not to leave
their home country can be biased in a pro-emigration direction. The innovative expansion
of large-scale production has therefore been argued to be conducive to, and partly to enable
the massively increasing international migration flows. The resulting social disruptions in
both the countries of origin (losing human capital) and the destination countries (facing
unwanted immigration pressure) call for an institutional co-evolution. To avoid violent
culminations of the problem, adaptations in national and international political governance
are urgently needed of which some have briefly been discussed.

Unwelcome side effects of the innovative dynamism of capitalism have so far found
less attention in the innovation literature than they deserve. Consequently, the re-active
institutional adaptations necessary to compensate for these effects have drawn less attention
than the pro-active institutional co-evolution needs arising particularly in the context of
systemic innovations. As it has turned out, the emergence of unwelcome side effects often
follows complex causal chains. Their understanding is a precondition for helping policy-
making in raising the effectiveness and speediness of re-active institutional co-evolution.
In future research, this understanding needs to be broadened by identifying and analyzing
further cases of unwelcome side effects to strengthen the conclusions drawn from the two
cases that have been discussed exemplarily.
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